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If you’re thinking about CRM systems, it means that you’re ready to make a 
great positive change in your organisation. Working with data is a must for 
every nonprofit in this day and age, and doing the homework now to define 
what your data strategy is will help you choose the right CRM platform for your 
organisation.

We put together this worksheet to help you define the kinds of data you store, 
which will help you determine the CRM software that is (and isn’t) right for you.

A CRM is essential for communicating effectively with your supporters and 
managing data internally. Once implemented, you’ll be able to improve your 
processes, and automate many of your data tasks - so you can focus on making 
as much of an impact as possible.

Congratulations!
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CRMs are all about working with data. They’re not about the “cloud”, or “360° 
views”. They’re about data - a CRM is really just an advanced spreadsheet. A 
CRM should help you store data securely, make it easy to make changes to your 
data, and let you get data in and out. 

With this in mind, the most important thing you can do when looking into 
purchasing a CRM is to make a list of all of the different kinds of data you store. 
(On the next page) 

Example 1:
- Data type: donations
- Comments: all of the donations made to our organisation, along with details 
about the donor, and their Gift Aid declarations. 

Example 2:
- Data type: events & participants
- Comments: we regularly run fundraising events. We want to store info about 
events, including the participants and volunteers attending.

Example 3:
- Data type: partnerships
- Comments: we work with local partners to deliver our impact, we need to track 
these partnerships, their stage of development, and the projects we’ve worked 
on together.

Pro tip: the CRM you choose should be able to store all of this data. Some 
CRMs specialise though, so always check to make sure you’ll be able to store 
what you need when speaking with providers.

The data you need to store
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Data type Clarifying comments
data type #1:

data type #2:

data type #3:

data type #4

data type #5:

data type #6:

data type #7:

data type #8:

data type #9:

data type #10:
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Now you’ve identified the main kinds of data you need to store in a CRM, the 
next question is: how can you get data in?

A CRM database is pretty useless if there’s no data in it, and if you’re taking 
hundreds of donations each week, you really don’t want to be entering all of that 
information manually! 

Example 1:
- Data type: donations
- How to get data in: donations through our website should be auto-saved to the 
CRM through a website integration. Facebook donations should be uploaded 
every week via CSV upload. Payments via other methods (e.g. cheque) should 
be entered manually.

Example 2:
- Data type: events & participants
- How to get data in: a signup form will be added to our website for each of the 
events that we run. Participants can sign up there - and their data should be 
auto-saved to the CRM.

Example 3:
- Data type: partnerships
- How to get data in: we only work with a small number of partners, so our 
programme manager will enter all data manually.

Tip: don’t worry if you don’t know the answers to all of these yet. The important 
thing is to know your requirements in advance, so when you speak with a CRM 
provider, you can speak with them about saving each of these things that matter.

Getting data into your CRM
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Data type How to get data in
data type #1:

data type #2:

data type #3:

data type #4

data type #5:

data type #6:

data type #7:

data type #8:

data type #9:

data type #10:
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Now you know how to get data into your CRM, the natural question to ask is - 
what next? Now you’ve painstakingly collected all of your data into one place, 
you can get to the fun stuff. 

Typically, CRMs are used to manage information in one place, so you can work 
with data day-to-day, and also report on it to see how you’re doing.

Tip: think of your database as the source of truth for data. Rather than having 
all of those spreadsheets containing different information about your supporters, 
all of that data should live in one place.

Example 1: 
- Data type: donations
- What you’d like to do: Report on the amount of donations we’re receiving each 
month; send targeted communications to donors based on donation history

Example 2: 
- Data type: grants
- What you’d like to do: Manage grants as they progress through the various 
application stage; report on the value of grants received each year.

Example 3:
- Data type: events & participants
- What you’d like to do: invite people who’ve attended a previous event to a new 
event, report on the amount of donations an event has driven.

Doing things with your data
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Data type What you’d like to do
data type #1:

data type #2:

data type #3:

data type #4

data type #5:

data type #6:

data type #7:

data type #8:

data type #9:

data type #10:
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Beyond the kinds of data you need to store, there’s usually a number of different 
features that you’ll need to be successful with your CRM implementation. 

Every organisation is different, so this list will be different for you than it will for 
other nonprofits. Write a list of all of the features you think you might need from a 
database.

Example 1: must be user friendly! We want all of our team to be able to get up to 
speed quickly.

Example 2: automated Gift Aid management & processing.

Example 3: integration with MailChimp, so we can easily send tailored email 
communications.

Other things you need
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requirement #1: requirement #2: requirement #3:

requirement #4: requirement #5: requirement #6:

requirement #7: requirement #8: requirement #9:

Tip: write “must have” or “nice to have” next to each of the features above. CRM providers 
might not be able to do everything, and this will help crystallise your thoughts when having 
conversations with them. 
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With a clear idea of what you need your CRM to do, your chances of project 
success just shot up. 

Remember, a CRM is really just an advanced spreadsheet.

Questions? Feedback? Feel free to email me at chris@beaconcrm.co.uk. I’m 
always here to help. 

Congratulations!
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